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Propose system of two-year colleges

Regents reveal education plan
(Editor's note The following Is the
first ol a two-part series dealing with
tentative draft of the Board of Regents'
Master Plan for Ohio's educational
system).
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor
From the basic structure to admission policies, the tentative draft of the
new Board of Regents Master Plan
proposes broad changes for the state's
system of higher education in the next
decade.
If the concepts drawn up by the
Regents are implemented by the Ohio
legislature and the Regents without
further revision, 25 state community and
technical colleges will be established,

which would consolidate the existing 17
university branches, 14 technical institutes and 12 academic centers.
The Regents intend for the new
colleges to offer two-year instructional
programs in general studies and
technical education.
They would have separate administrations governed by individual
boards of trustees who would be
"residents of the area primarily served
by a college, would be individuals conversant with the educational needs of the
area, and would be persons particularly
concerned with the development of
technical education."
It is suggested that Bowling Green
still maintain control of the Firelands
campus aa one of two exceptions to this
plan. It would offer a two-vear program

in general studies, as would the Hamilton
branch of Miami University.
The course credits of the community
and technical college programs, according to the Master Plan, should be
transferable to appropriate baccalaureate programs at the state
universities.
The Master Plan cites a number of
reasons that the present system of
university branches, academic centers
and technical institutes is inadequate:
-there are 14 instances where the
three types of instructional units are
operating in the same community,
causing "uneconomical and inefficient
management in expenditure of funds and
utilization of facilities.
-there is a "conflict of purpose"
between a branch and a public unlver-

sity. The Master Plan states that, in
most instances, university branches are
looked upon by the university administration and faculty as an outpost of
the University, rather than as a center of
: community educational service."
-where technical institutes stand
alone, they should provide opportunity
jfor students in general studies as well as
technical education.
-the two-year campuses should
[become the vehicle for open-door adi mission and the expansion of higher
educational opportunity for all vouth of
the state.
Despite the failings of trie branch
systems, the Regents said there is no
reason at this time to establish new
campuses, especially new four-year
campuses.
Instead, the Regents hope the
proposed system of community and
technical colleges will relieve pressure
for the four-year institutions to grow
rapidly, and will make higher learning
more geographically convenient and less
expensive.
Also, the system of community and

technical colleges figures In with a major
change of state admissions policy
proposed by the Regents.
Instead of the present open admissions policy by which every graduate
of high school who applies for enrollment
at a state Institution is admitted, the
Regents propose that open enrollment be
limited to the 25 community and
technical colleges.
According to the Master Plan, the
present law "Is inconsistent with the
idea of limitations upon the enrollment
size of public universities.
"This provision seems to imply that
the taxpayers of Ohio have an obligation
to provide every graduate of high school
with a four-year college education," the
Master Plan continued.
"An open-door policy to Ohio's public
universities can result only in the admission of Innumerable youth destined to
fall, or else the reduction of a four-year
college degree to a meaningless piece of
paper," the report stated.
Based on these reasons, the Regents
concluded that admission to public
universities should be selective, but

matching this selectivity with a broader
based two-year educational system with
open admission.

The Master Plan also presented
ceilings on enrollment at state universities, with an effective date of September 1,1972 for observance. These
limits would be reviewed every biennium.
Bowling Green's proposed ceiling is
a total of 14,900 full-time students. This
figure is broken into a projected
enrollment of 13,100 in the baccalaureate program, and 1,800 in the
graduate program.
The Regents present these ceilings
as a means to encourage the growth of
private institutions, as well as relieve
pressure for growth on state universities.
"The alternative to privately
sponsored higher education with its
operating support derived primarily
from student charges and philanthropic
giving is an ever larger enrollment in
public institutions and a larger burden
upon the taxpayer," the Master Plan
stated.
(Tomorrow: Who's paying for It?)

Moore meets plan
wiith mix ed views
By Jim Smith
Editor
University President I loll is A.
Moore, Jr., greeted the release of the
Master Plan with mixed emotions,
terming it an effort to provide statewide
planning for Ohio's higher education
system.
"I'm in favor of statewide planning,"
he told a group of Northwestern Ohio
newsmen last week, "but we'll have
great universities in Ohio only when each
institution can develop its own goals. I
don't believe planning dictates that all
schools must be uniform," he emphasized. "We can have planning and
still leave room for divergencies."

.1

Dr. Moore's prime targets for
criticism were the ceilings slapped on the
enrollements of the state-supported
institutions, and an apparent correlation
between state funding and growth.

THE BIG DAY'S almost a month away, but
workmen are already beginning to wire the
University's Christmas tree in preparation for

its lighting
Wednesday evening.
News
photographer Gordy Gair captured this
unusual view of things through a fisheye lens.

"I'm perplexed by the rationale
behind the celling" he confessed. "Why,
for instance, must Bowling Green hold at
14,900 students, while Cleveland State is
allowed to expand to 20,000?"
The 14,900 limit proposed for the
University would. In Dr. Moore's words,
bring a "screeching halt" to both the

Team to study doctorate program

BG seeks full accreditation
By Marts McCrabb
Bowling Green State University is
tying to become the third fullyacredited university in Ohio on all three

levels of accreditation.
According to Dr. Charles Leone,
dean of the Graduate School, Bowling
Green is now fully accredited on the
masters level but has only preliminary

City Council delays
disposables verdict
Bowling Green City Council's Envronmental Commission has delayed its
reiommendation on the proposal to ban
the sale of disposal beverage containers
unil more information can be obtained
ox the issue.
Dr. William Jackson, director of the
Environmental Studies Center and a
member of the commission, said the
group will talk the matter over again at a
meeting this month.
Student representative to the
commission, Ben Marvin, said a petition
drive will be conducted in January and
February in an attempt to find support
for the bill from a majority of Bowling

Green residents.

The drive will be conducted by
Living In a Finer Environment (LIFE)
and Protect Your Environment (PYE)
Marvin said the groups are aiming for
10,000 signatures.
The proposal, which would make the
sale of beverages in throw-away bottles
and cans a misdemeanor, is awaiting the
commission's approval before it can
move to City Council for legislative
action.
Marvin said the petition drive, if
successful, would better the proposal's
chances for passage.

accreditation on its
five doctorate
programs.
"What this means is that we must get
individual accreditation from the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools for each doctorate
program we wish to offer," Dr. Leone
said.
Full accreditation would mean that
Bowling Green could offer doctorate
programs in all fields without going
through North Central for approval of
each one.
Presently biology,
English
education administration, speech and
psychology have received preliminary
accreditation, with doctorate programs
in sociology, math and history now in
the planning stages.
"The first thing a department must
do is submit a proposal and receive
planning approval from the Board of
Regents," according to Dr. Leone.
The University is to be examined
from November, 1972 to January. 1973,
with final word coming a few weeks after
the visit.
The University wanted to wait that
long because the College of Education

will soon be examined by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, and the speech department
will be examined by the American
Speech and Hearing Association, said Dr.
Leone.
"We feel .that with those two
departments being examined by their
professional accreditors, and with the
institution of the University's new
budgeting system, we would be able to
present a better overall picture in
November of 1972," according to Dr.
Leone.
When North Central does come to a
university for an accreditation visit, it
covers the entire spectrum of activities.
"It will look at the faculty, students
and administrative setup, along with the
entire finanadal base of the University.
They study every degree program that
the University offers." Dean Leone said.
The University plans to start
gathering the needed data during the
next school year. In March of 1972, a
University task force will be set up to
finalize all the material and give it to
North Central by September 1972.

undergraduate and graduate programs
here.
"We have 13,600 undergraduates
now," he pointed out, "and we're asked
to hold at 13,100. I have sympathy for the
urban university where the people and
problems are." he continued. "But there
is still a great opportunity for the
residential university .There is something
about it that the urban university cannot
meet."
The president indicated that the
ceiling, combined with the plan for a
system of two-year junior and community colleges, would stifle the lower
classes at four-year institutions.
"I think the best contribution a
residential university can make is in the
freshman year," he said, "Under the new
proposal, the large schools are bound to
expand at the junior-senior level, and
contract at the freshman-sophomore
level.
"I don't want to do much of that
here," Dr. Moore asserted. "Eventually,
I'd like to make the freshman the one
undergraduate on campus who is not
taught by a graduate student."
The president indicated that the
University's graduate program would
also be damaged to a great degree.
"We have developed a quality
graduate program here," he said. "We
haven't gone overboard, but we can help
to satisfy the need to Improve the quality

of graduate programs within the state."
The Regents call for a ceiling of 1800
in the BG program. The enrollment now
stands at 1208. This, he said, leaves no
opportunity for future development, and
hinders greatly those programs beginning to get off the ground.
The fact that the Regents geared
funding to growth, but in return
restricted expansion, also irked the
president.
"I'm very
concerned that the
universities are to be rewarded for
growth, but are prohibited by the ceilings
from growing," he said.
"I would like to see some money
going for a quality education," he added.
"Instead of hearing nothing but talk
about it."
Dr. Moore was pleased, however, by
the change from the original draft which
permitted Bowling Green to maintain
control over its Firelands Branch
campus, near Huron. With the exception
of Firelands and Miami's Hamilton
Branch, all university academic center
and
branch campuses are to be
disbanded with the establishment of the
junior college system.
"I would like to see Firelands
become an experiemntal two-year
college," Dr. Moore remarked.
"We
could employ curriculum innovation and
new approaches to instruction that are
more difficult to try in a large university."

Public meeting today
The President's Advisory Council will hold a public meeting Wednesday to discuss the present draft of the revised Master Plan. The
meeting will begin at 3 p.m. in the Historical Suite of the Union.
Individuals may obtain excerpts from the plan in the Faculty Senate
office.

No grounds exist
to oust Douglas
WASHINGTON (AP) -A special
House committee Investigating the
conduct of Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas has concluded that
no grounds exist for impeaching him.
The five-man panel based its findings
on evidence collected from the government and other sources during an inquiry
that began last April.
In the view of a majority of the
committee, the investigation has not
turned up any credible evidence that
would warrant preparation of ariticles of
impeachment against Douglas.
No
breakdown of the vote was made

available.

The committee's findings are contained in a draft report of the investigation prepared for submission to
the House Judiciary Committee. All five
members, of the special committee are
members of the Judiciary Committee,
and both panels are headed by Rep.
Emanuel Celler, (D-N.Y.).
Already accused of conducting a
whitewash of Douglas, the special
committee suggests that the Judiciary
Committee may want to hold public
hearings to uncover any additional
evidence that might be available.
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credibility gap
Judging from the recent flurry of activity In the White
House, President Nixon seems to have recovered from his
pre-election stint on the campaign trail.
Because he stated when elected that he would conduct
his office "above" considerations of party politics, we are
sure Mr. Nixon would deny that he waited until after
elections before making a few controversial moves.
Still, we have a few doubts.
For example, a postelection raid Into North Vietnam to
retrieve U.S. prisoners of war-returning with no prisoners
and having little impact on the war other than to cause
North Vietnam to tighten security on other prison camps
and further jeopardizing the peace talks.
For example, the post-election firing of Walter Hickel,
Secretary of the Interior, because he doesn't agree across
the board with everything the Administration Is doing.
This last action by the President is especially curious in
light of statements Mr. Nixon made the night his cabinet
was presented to the nation by network television.
To paraphrase the President, he wanted to surround
himself with "Independent thinkers," not "yes men."
Two years later, Mr. Hickel is told to start packing
because he had the courage to be an Independent thinker.
The whole situation of the Presidency in recent weeks
reminds us of a problem Mr. Nixon's predecessor had
when he said one thing and did another.
It's politely called a "credibility gap."

osu committee
University officials at Ohio State have been asked to
allow students to become more involved in the operations
of the University.
The OSU Faculty Council appointed a "committee of
inquiry" in June to Investigate the cause of the riots last
spring.
The committee concluded that there Is a need to bring
students into the administration's decision-making
processes.
We hope the administration acts on this
decision.
In its efforts to avert more campus unrest, the committee has chosen the only logical way of handling student
dissent. The ten members are to be commended for
realizing the situation as It exists and not taking the
"tightened controls" stance that some feel is the only
answer to University Ills.
Repression of those individuals responsible for campus
unrest will only lead to more violence and destruction.
The committee also had the sense to realize that the
situation at OSU was at a near-riot state before Nixon's
announcement of our active Involvement in Cambodia.
They have proposed a list of suggestions to help alleviate
some of the problems that make Ohio's largest university
a tinderbox in times of stress.
Some of the points include reducing over-crowded
conditions, recruiting more black students and providing
more contact between students and faculty. Once again,
the News wishes to point out the value of such an Inquiry.
The Ohio State University will benefit greatly from Its
findings and the manner in which the Investigations were
conducted should be a model to other universities.
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the can ban
consideration will In any way lower their
profits.
There is a great citizen concern over
such a blatant disregard for the quality of
the environment. The disposal problem
of non-returnable containers is unsightly
In the case of litter, and costly in terms of
garbage collection and land uses. It is
understood that the L.I.F.E. and P.Y.E.
membership will attempt to obtain 12,000
signatures favoring the ordinance within
the next several weeks. The P.Y.E. spot
survey Indicates that this will be entirely
feasible.

Somehow the impression has been
generated that the ordinance to ban the
sale of nonreturnable containers
originally submitted to City Council for
consideration by Eric Oster, President of
P.Y.E. (Protect Your Environment),
would not meet with the approval of
Bowling Green's citizenry.
A random survey carried out by
P.Y.E. In the last several days Indicated
that of over 100 persons polled, more than
80 per cent agreed to sign a petition
favoring the ordinance. The remainder
either had no strong view either way or
were against forcing the merchants to do
anything which might reduce their
profits even a small amount. It would
seem obvious that the only real opposition to the proposal is coming from
the corporations, who have time and time
again shown that they are completely
unwilling to consider the effects of their
actions on the environment, if such

Bob Thomasson

Vlckl Evans for LIFE
B.G.S.U.
Eric Oster
President P.Y.E.
B.G. High School

a violation of rights
this goes through, it won't be long before
they abolish bubble-gum chewing
because it is bad for your teeth or it won't
be long before they abolish eating apple
cobler because it causes heartburn. So
far, cigarettes are not against any law
that I know of except those that prohibit
smoking around certain areas at certain
times for safety purposes.
Did you people ever realize that some
of us have enough problems trying to stop
without you treating us like a bunch of
tots and making us stop immediately
with a slap across the ass? I know that
smoking Is bad for my health, but, I'll
stop smoking when and where I decide to
take the step and let someone try to tell
me different.

I am writing this letter in reference to
that of Mr. Sleet who proposes that
smoking be abolished from our campus.
This was to prevent students from
starting the habit and old puffers from
keeping it up. Jim and Beth Gagnet back
this up whole-heartedly.
This is a lot of crap. I don't know
whether these people are serious or not,
but if they are who the hell do they think
they are. To stop auto accidents, what do
you do? Do you stop the production of
automobiles? To stop air pollution, do
you stop factories?
Granted that
smoking is bad for your health, but to tell
someone that smoking is not allowed
here because it is bad for your health is
not only undermining the assumption
that adults can Judge for themselves
what is best for them, it Is also a violation
of the individuals rights. Sound stupid, if

opinion

bookstore boycott
By Marc SpauJdlng
Guest Columnist

Well, it's happening again.
The
sincere, creative and logical actions of a
concerned group of students is about to
be buried under a guise of administrative
action and under administrative
rhetoric. Specifically, the efforts of the
Economic Action Committee of the
Student Union are receiving this type of
treatment from the University.
You may well be aware of the fact that
the E. A. C. of the Student Union is trying
to improve the "services rendered" by
Marc H. Katz our University Bookstore, ironically
246 Bromfleld located in the Student Services building.
Through the research efforts of the E. A.
C. It has been discovered that:
1. Most, if not all, Items In the
University Bookstore are being sold at
unnecessarily high prices.
2. While there are general interest
reading books on the shelves, these titles
are neither broad enough in scope to
satisfy a university community or high
If we are to believe what we hear, the enough in quality to appeal to the inbywords of today's youth are LOVE, terested reader.
3. Mr. Shepherd, the bookstore's
PEACE, CONCERN. How Joes one
begin to understand and love and care manager, could make more money and
except by learning all he can about the satisfy the suggestions of the Student
intended object of his concern? If we Union by employing some simple
really care about the American Indian, business practices.
The philosophy and economic theory
then these sessions would have been the
logical place to begin our search for that the Student Union is operating ununderstanding. It would seem that it is der, and which Mr. Shepherd continually
tune for the "Now Generation" to put-up Ignores, is one of LOWER PRICES +
INCREASED QUALITY of Reading
or shut-up.
Material equals HIGHER VOLUME
Mrs. Richard Dean AND MORE PROFITS. It appears that
38 S. River Rd. Mr. Shepherd does not put much faith in
Waterville, Ohio either the intelligence or loyalty of the
Bowling Green student.

a bit of irony
A beautiful bit of irony has taken
place last week. The "Now Generation"
has proven to an over-thirty housewife
that they are no more "now" than the
rest of the adult population. They accuse
us of being materialistic, comfort
orientated and apathetic. Revelation of
revelations, they are no different!
Specifically, I am referring to the
poor attendance at the Indian Culture
Week sessions. Some responsibility for
this may rest with the student committee-there is no room 226 In Overman
Hall-but generally the week was well
organized and well publicized. Apparently the students just don't care.

rour

man hoppe-

locker room pep talk
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Washington
WeU, team, I just want to say that It
was, in my opinion, a real swell first half.

A look at the old scoreboard, which in
my judgement, never lies, shows that
we're still behind. But let me be perfectly candid about this. To be perfectly
candid, we are actually way ahead.
What put us ahead, gang, was our
tremendous final drive out there in the
closing minutes of the first half. I can't
tell you how thrilled I was, team, when in
that final drive out there we picked up
two while losing only nine.
Now I know the nay-sayers up In the
press box are claiming that picking up
two while losing nine is a big setback for
our side. Let me say this about that. We
expected to lose a lot more. So this was a
tremendous success, as I see it, for our
side. That is my conclusion about this.
So you're a great team, gang, and it
was a tremendous first half. Therefore,
I'm going to make a lot of substitutions
and radically change the game plan for
the second half.
Now, as you know, team, our plan In
the first half was to cut to the right, feint
to the left and then in the final moments,
when they were dazzled by our deception,
crush them with straight power plays
over the middle.
And If I can single out one of you, men,
let me just say that Sptro here, in that
final drive, proved again that he is the
greatest offensive line-bucker in the
game today. And by this I certainly do
not mean to take anything away from the
other greatest offensive line buckets in

the game today.
Now I know the other side accused
Spiro of playing dirty. But let me make
one thing perfectly clear. I am, rightly or
wrongly, against playing dirty, no matter
who may disagree with my stand on this
issue. And Spiro in my judgment, did a
great Job out there rightly or wrongly. I
am therefore, Spiro, putting you under
wraps.
The reason, men, is that in this half we
are going to feint to the left before rutting
to the right, instead of vice versa. And
Spiro, you can't go to your left. But we'll
need you in the waning moments for our
crushing power plays over center. So
don't worry about being dumped - until
the end of the second half.
As f or the rest of you - Moynihan, you
did a great job as lonesome left end.
Turn In your jersey. Hickel, you were
tremendous as a standing guard. You're
benched. Finch, your brilliant fumble
plays are an asset to a team - their team.
Stans...
Well, here, in my opinion, is the
umpire to tell us It is time to start the
second half. Now get out there, men, and
win this one for the Old General.
Block Teddy, hit Muskie, trip Hubert,
watch Lindsay, remember men, the only
reason I'm changing the game plan and
the lineup for the second half is that the
first half was such a tremendous success.
This, in the final analysis is my candid
opinion as I see it, about that.

A recent study of a student-run
bookstore in Ann Arbor by the E. A. C.
revealed that our University Bookstore
prices are 15-20 per cent higher than is
necessary. A phone conversation with
Mr. David Rock, a topnotch bookstore
manager now working in Ann Arbor,
gave the E. A. C. the information that all
available methods of buying merchandise are not being used by Mr.
Shepherd. Utilizing these options, of
course, would enable him to lower his
prices.
Without going into specifics, Mr.
Shepherd claims he is "locked into"
certain practices that prohibit him from
selling at a lower rate than he is now. It
is the intention of the Student Union to
"unlock the door" to gain lower prices
and better service. With the negotiations
of our suggestions and, as a last resort, a
boycott of the University Bookstore, we
intend to resolve the problems in Mr.
Shepherd's philosophies and their
deleterious manifestations in the form of
high prices and poor service. Simply, we
would like to keep students from getting
ripped off as they plunge their hands into
their moth-eaten pockets to pay for books
and supplies every quarter.
Clearly, the E. A. C. Is making sense
with logical and practical suggestions.
In off-the-cuff discussions Mr. Shepherd
has agreed with our ideas. However, the
Student Union now views the intentions of
the University as something less than
honest. There has been as you might
know, the creation of an "advising
committee of the University Bookstore."
Apparently this is a political move, intended to thwart the efforts of the Student
Union by pacifying the student body with
this committee and promising action.
Deja Vu-we have all been here before.
It is our question as to why didn't the
University utilize the Student Union to
act as its "advising committee" for
Bookstore-Student relations? We ae
already a group of organized, research*!
and "concerned" students. Even thoyn
the University is ignoring serious effots,
we intend to do something about the
University Bookstore, even if it requres
a boycott.
One very important consideration is
Mr. Jeff Sherman's comment in the Bl
News that, "the Union has no basis fr
being on campus because it has not ben
approved by Student Activities Boar.."
Surely, Jeff has a bad memory, 'he
Student Union probably has the «st
sanctioning of any organization on
campus. Remember, the Student inion
was voted into existence by over ;000
students. I wonder if the Studen Activities Board can say the same?
At any rate, it appears that seious
efforts like those of the Student Uiion,
need be continued. In all probabiliy, a
boycott of the University Booksore,
beginning November 30, will be
necessary.
Do not patronize the
University Bookstore for "any" reaon.

let's bear froa foe
The BG News welcomes all letten to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask, however,
that guest columns not be written In
direct response to any other published
editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum- of 3W
weirds, typewritten. We ask that columns '
be no more than four typed pages triple-
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ODK inducts seven
in ceremonies today

Father James Trautwein

Two faculty members and
five students were tapped
today for admission into
Omicron Delta Kappa, men's
leadership honorary.
Selected for honoris causa
membership were Dr. Milton
, Wilson, associate professor of
business law, and Father
James Trautwein, minister of
St. John's Episcopal Church.
"Both individuals have
performed outstanding service for the University in their
respective fields," said Greg
Thatch, president of
the
local organization.
"Dr. Wilson has not only
established a fine set of
credentials as a scholar and

attorney, but has given his
students a unique and outstanding classroom learning
experience."
"Father Trautwein, a
scholar himself, has given his
guidance and leadership to
both the town and the
University," Thatch continued.
He called Father
Trautwein a "moving force"
behind the Antioch program.
The five students tapped
for membership this morning
were:
Scholarship
- JEFFREY THOMPSON,
junior (A&S), 4.00 accum, Phi
Eta Sigma, Sigma Alpha

Epsilon treasurer, grant-inaid, book scholarship.
- JAMES DANIEL, senior
(A&S), 3.74 General Motors
scholarship, BGSU Foundation research award. Phi
Eta Sigma, Beta Beta Beta,
Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Epsilon
Delta, book scholarship .Alpha
Epsilon Pi.
Music, Drama, Arts
-ROBERT
DEITEMEYER, senior, (Ed.), 3.48,
University scholarship, first
place, second annual Bowling
Green Music Competition,
1969, winner of Texas Boys'
Choir Commission for new
choral-orchestral work, 1969.

School of Music Board of
Tutors.
A thirties
■SAVERIO GIARRUSSO,
senior (A&S), 3.12, three
letters, varsity lacrosse,
Midwestern
Lacrosse
Association championship
team, Armv ROTC. VVBGUFM, Varsity Club, Zeta Beta
Tau.
-DAVID WOTTLE, junior
(A&S), 3.20, All-American,
mile run, outstanding athlete
trophy, Central Collegiate
Conference meet, grant-inaid, Varsity Club, Air Force
ROTC.

Dr. Milton Wilson

STAMVM

Cinema Ul

'Conspiracy' rejects FBI charges

I I-7S Oppo

WASHINGTON (AP) - An would welcome an official
antiwar group, accused by investigation which, she
FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover of hoped, "would uncover what
plotting to disrupt capital is happening in this country."
utility lines and kidnap a high
Jesuit Priest Peter Fordi,
federal official, denied both 32, of Jersey City, N.J., said
charges today and said a law "as a group we have never
suit is being considered.
met with the
Berrigans"
In a news conference, Daniel and Philip, both priests
Roman Catholic priests, nuns held in a Connecticut federal
and laymen of the East Coast prison and said by Hoover to
Conspiracy to Save Lives be principal leaders of the
continually stressed the group.
group's nonviolent character
Fordi said he has known
and said Hoover was at- both priests and many of the
tempting to set the stage for group members have read
repression of all leftist groups. their writings, met socially
Dominican Sister Susan with them, and worked with
Cordes, 32. said the group them over the years in such

Administration files suit
against Georgia school
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon
administration
yesterday filed its first school
desegregation suit in the South
since the beginning of the
current school year.
The suit was filed against
the Valdosta. Ga., Board of
Education, charging it with
refusing to carry out a
voluntary
plan
of
desegregating its elementary
schools.
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, announcing the action in
Washington, said the suit was
filed in U.S. District Court in
Macon, Ga.
Although the Justice
Department has filed several
motions against school
districts
already
in
desegregation litigation since
the opening of classes this fall,
the Valdosta suit was the first
to be initiated against a
southern school district that
has allegedly reneged on a
voluntary desegregation plan.
The suit said the Valdosta
Board of Education refused to

implement the second phase
of the two-step desegregation
agreement submitted last
August to the Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare.
The agreement called for
desegregation of faculty at the
elementary schools and
rezoning
to
achieve
desegregation of students.
The three elementary
schools in the Valdosta system
were desegregated in the
school year that ended last
spring.
The Valdosta district is one
of 237 southern districts, that
had agreed to a voluntary
desegregation plan for this
fall. There are a total of 2,702
school districts in the 11 deep
south and border states, and
740 of them were to
desegregate for the first time
this fall.
The suit seeks a court order
requiring the board of
education to dismantle the
allegedly dual elementary
school system at once.

endeavors as church social Friday before a Senate ap- Roman Catholic priests are
work.
propriations subcommittee? innocent of involvement in a
The Berrigans earlier
Fordi said, "just the forum bombing-kidnaping plot which
issued a statement through he used indicates he is trying Hoover has said they planned
their lawyers also denying to create a need for greater to lead.
Hoover's
charge
and surveillance by the FBI of all
Anderson declared Sunday
declaring the FBI chief should kinds of leftist groups...he
"either...prosecute us or wants to make the FBI a the two priests should be
publicly retract the charges perpetual part of American a Howe' to testify about the
matter before a federal grand
he made." Why had the li- life."
me mbergroup been singled
Rep. William Anderson. D- jury and hinted he may ask
out by Hoover in his testimony Tenn., says he thinks the for a congressional in-

Soviet-bloc countries
to hold summit talks
BERLIN* AP) - West
Germany's opposition
Christian Democratic party
defied Communist pressure
and met in West Berlin
yesterday as the Warsaw Pact
nations announced they intend
to stage an unprecedented
Soviet-bloc summit session in
East Berlin.
Three days of East German harassment on overland
Berlin access ways appeared
to have reached a high point
Sunday night to yesterday
morning.
Border guards flashed red
for stop on the main autobahn

vestigation of Hoover's
charges.
Anderson said he had met
with the priests for two hours
Sunday and that the conference confirmed "my initial
belief that they are not plotters, that they're not involved
in this alleged possibly very
violent act."
Hoover said
Friday the priests, the Revs.
Daniel and Philip Berrigan,
were the principal leaders of a
conspiracy to bomb underground power lines and
kidnap an unnamed high
government official.
The
Berrigans are brothers.

entrance road on the West out of the ordinary
But as scheduled, an allied
German border twice, once
for 24 hours.
Waiting source said, four power advehicles lined up 40 miles. visers to the ambassadors who
Some truck drivers reported holds those talks met in West
Berlin to prepare for the next
delays of 10 hours.
The sharpened controls formal meeting Dec. 10.
' This was taken as a sign
came despite a dramatic
midnight appearance In East that the dialogue on Berlin
Berlin of the U.S.. British and would continue despite the
East-West
French ministers from West accentuated
Berlin rejecting a protest confrontation over West
against
the
Christian Germany's ties to West
Democrat parliamentary and Berlin.
For years, the Communists
party leadership meetings.
The Western allies en- have disputed these ties .
dorsed the West German
political activity as nothing

Supplement
Will culture survive
in our culture? Don't be
bourgeois. Try out for
the Literary Supplement!
Artwork,
prosody, photography
or prose. Deadline Dec.
2. Send your goodies to
the News office now.

BiG BONUS at

End, Tonight
Duty Dlngu. Moo*
At 7:20 and 9:30

If ever this
-~
mad, mad, mad, A
mad world
needed «n>sa

mad,
man,

world" \c^r
IT'S NOW!

SPENCER THACY MICKEY ROONEY
MilTuNRERiE

DICK SHAWN

BUDDY HACKETT TERRY-THOMAS
ETHEL MERMAN JONATHAN WINTERS

IT'S A MAD,
MAD, MAD,
MAD WORLD'

NOW SHOWING

[Clnernatj

A. 7:20 & 9:20
Sal. 4 Sun. Mat.
Al 2:20 & 4:40

*J0E* IS EASILY IHf "MlbNIG'T COWBOY"
OF THE YLA*

This is the p iriormance
the whole country's
talking about!
"A BEAUTIFUL PERFORMANCE. THE
CAST IS NOTHING SHORT OF PERFECT!"
"•BOYLE IS SUPERB. HE PERFORMS WITH AS
MUCH HARSH POWER AS THE YOUNG BRANDO
AND IS FUNNIER THAN BRANDO COULD
EVER HOPE TO BE!"-T,MEMAGA*N(
"AN OSCAR NOMINATION FOR PETER BOYLE!"
-TALK OP THE TOWN

Youth Fare Cards
Flight Info.
Mexico United States
South Dacific Christmas

"PETER BOYLE GIVES ONE OF THE
MOST STUNNING SCREEN PERFORMANCES
OF THE YEAR!' 9-WASWNGTON STAR
"BOYLE'S PERFORMANCE IS AN OCCASION

When you know
it's for keeps

4-7*.■. 2-1447 Su. • Ttirs.

FOR CHEERING!''-PHIUD£IPHIA DAILY NEWS

"•• *• PETER BOYLE IS MAGNIFICENT!"
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RINGS
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING |
Pleeie lend ne- 20 pege booklet, - Punning Your f-gagf-e-i o-i Wedding" I
cn.j lull to'c folder, both tor only 2Se. Aiio. UN me ho- lo obUin the beeutiful
44 peg* Bfidc't Keeptot-e loot «t hell price.
F-70

**,, _ M**,
4 00 I'M

3 00«»

HELD OVER
THIRD
WEEK

Keepsake

KMf 1 M

i| -.•

-CHICAGO SUNTIMES

Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers."

- FEATURING -

412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAY?

>oo'ba

JUST AN AVERAGE
BUNCH OF AMERICANSOR ARE THEY?

Service Center

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

0Ciuemaf)

6 G S J

^ad,maa v*

Literary

American Airlines

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course- Family
Dinner
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
7:30-8
Sunday! 7:30 - 7:00

ic

Ki

EPSAKt

(IIAMOhU

IllllbS.

IOX

50.

SYHACUSE.

MY.
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ioe
A funny and terrifying motion picture
if ever there was one.
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Ohio loses 1 electoral vote

."> Mcanx of
approach.
Ii Portals.
7 Imlisio.
K Churned
aloiii.
It Kaila to do.
Ill Blouses.
11 l-ensfthy.
12 One time.
13 Kip.
IK Kxplodf. us
voleiino.
2.1 Inquires.
24 Kind of
spier.

PUZZLE
By Irene Sekula

Population hits 204 million
By Bill Neiklrk

AtMcialed Pre■■ Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Census Bureau Monday set
the nation's population at 204.7
million in a final official count
which gives California five

new House seats and the title
of the most-populous state.
For the first time, the
census included l.S million
Americans living overseas as
servicemen or federal employees, and their dependents.
They were apportioned

VA checklist defines
Gl College bill policy
Veterans in college under
the G.I. Bill have been given a
checklist with their Notice of
Eligibility by the Veterans
Administration VA, to be sure
their G.I. checks arrive on
time, at the right place, and in
the right amount, according to
M.L. Halloran, director of the
Cleveland Regional Office of
the VA.
Halloran urged veterans
awaiting checks to follow
these steps:
1) On initial enrollment
turn in your Certificate of
Eligibility, in duplicate, to
your
college
Veterans
Coordinator as soon as you
register.
21 Ask the school official to
return it promptl; to VA.
3) If you cliange your
college or course of study,
apply immediately to VA for a
new Certificate of Eligibility.
4) If you change the address to which your checks are
corning, notify both the VA
and the Post Office.
5) Inform VA immediately,
by telephone or most ex-

peditious means, of any
dependency changes due to
marriage, divorce, births or
deaths.
6) Return promptly the
Certificate of Attendance card
you will receive from VA near
the end of your enrollment
period.
7) If you drop out of school - or even reduce your course
load - tell VA right away.
The VA has made
arrangements
for
a
representative to interview
students who are having
payment problems not due to
normal processing time.
Halloran stated that a
veteran
will normally
receive his first check approximately 30 days after his
enrollment certification is
received by VA.
The VA representative will
be on the University campus
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to S
p.m. in the River Room,
Union.
If you are having a
payment problem, you should
see the VA representative.

among the state to help figure
representation in the U.S.
House of Representatives.
Americans living overseas as
employees of private companies were not counted.
"This is the most accurate
census ever taken," the
Secretary of Commerce
Maurice H. Stans said after he
and census officials submitted
their final report to President
Nixon on a day before It was
due.
While California was the
big gainer, New York and
Pennsylvania each lost two
House seats. Florida picked
up three seats in the 435
member chamber.
Arizona, Colorado and
Texas each gained one House
seat, while Alabama, Iowa,
North Dakota, Ohio Tennessee, West Virginia and
Wisconsin each lost one.
The total population,
including those living overseas, was 204,765,770 as of

April 1, when the census was
taken. Excluding servicemen
and federal workers living
abroad, the population was
203,184,772.
The Bureau said the
resident population gain from
1960 to 1970 was the second
largest in history.
However, it added, the
gain was 13.3 per cent, the
second lowest rate of any
decade in history. The lowest
came in the 1930's when the
nation was in the throes of the
depression.
California picked up 4.2
million people, giving it a total
population of 20,098,863. New
York, the largest state in 1960
and Texas 1.6 million. The
fastest growing state was
Nevada, with a gain of 71.3 per
cent.
Stans said the Census
Bureau checked out complaints by 500 communities
claiming an undercounl "The
result was that we checked out

UAO plans spring trip
to Caribbean islands
Spring break is the time set
for the U.A.O.'s second annual
"Caribbean Holiday" In
I.ucaya, Freeport, Grand
Bahama Island.
The trip, scheduled for
March 19-24 is open to all
University students, faculty
and staff.
A program of student tours
is organized annually by the
U.A.O.
Charters and accommodations are handled by
an outside travel agency
which is selected by the
U.A.O.

Tours this year include the
Bahaman trip and an excursion to Europe planned for
after graduation.
The
Bahaman
trip
originated last year when the
U.A.O. signed with Simmons
Group Journeys Midwest,
Inc., to organize the event.
Student response to the
trip was very good last year,
according to Jerry Martin.
This year the U.A.O. hopes to
have 150 people make the trip,
an increase of 40 over last
year's total.

SALARIED SALES

WHAT WILL YOU GET HER THIS CHRISTMAS-

PREGNANT??

We are expanding our sales force in the Northwestern Ohio Area and seek 3 men who would
ultimately want to Join our management team.
We offer a salary range of $850 to $800 per month to
start; a 3 year training program and all fringe
benefits.
Our company is a leader In the field of personal
financial planning and deals in EQUITY PRODUCTS,
as well as, INSURANCE.
To qualify you must be at least 21 years of age,
bondable, in good health and successfuly complete our
testing process.
Our interviewers will be at the Placement Office,
Student Services Building on Friday Dec. 4 from 9

ACROSS

30 million people and located
15,000 missed by the census ,"
he said.

Lfctirt to foces

I l-oss' rulnr.
5 Anew.
Ill0|H'iiilist for
coins.
14 Winjte.1.
15 l.iiiht IKUII.
Hi Sli.ii |>.'ii II
razor.
17 Antrnilinit.
Ill IVruviiiii
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01
K2
113

Cimlinrnl.
Insects.
Inhibit.
Curilril
fiihrit-s.
DOWN
1 Actuality.
2 Druse plant.

:t Mend,
4 Miikf ii
iniHtiike,

Contact Placement Office for Personal In
terview
Phone 372 2356
LINCOLN NATIONAL CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer.

41 Conduit.
43 Makes
amends.
44 Shred.
40 Adhesive.
47 Divan.
IH Ireland.
40 Wniton.
:.u ii.ir
51 Church
recess.
."i2 Kraxnient.
51 BevernRcs.
.'ill American
poet.
.'>7 How a boat

I .oust teeth.
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Limn for.
Kina-ly.
Klexihle
toint.
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31
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37
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411

weed*.
Marry
secretly.
Deluxe*.
fibbers.
Criterion.
Scheme.
Aquatic
bird.

Indian.

■poi developweit
of irioi co-tors
Urban development will be
the topic of a lecture at the
University tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in 210 Mathmatics-Science
Building.
E. Burdell Clark, administrative director of
Detroit Edison's "Developing
Urban Detroit" area research
project, will give a lecture
entitled "Into the 21st Century."
Clark, who has been Involved In the preparation of
the development projections
for Detroit and the surrounding 23,059 square-mile area
under its direct influence, will
discuss growth patterns,
potentialities and future
requirements of an urban area
that includes southern Ontario, southeastern Michigan
and northern Ohio.
The lecture is free and open
to the public.
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Solution to Yesterday's I'uzile
CRYPTOGRAM — By Edward S. I.lovd

DMT I.

#9
NEEDS
YOU

INOIKAPY

DltYK

RESULT

K B K F

IXdlYI'VT

RYE

IMYTOKPA

RYE

ESIVT

H K M A H KIP.

Yesterday's cryptogram: One hundred percent humility may not mean precipitation.
ONGOING GROWTH
GROUP

t

Will meet from 3 to 5 p.m.
in 320 Student Services Bldg.

TO
DO
TOD'aY

NON-VERBAL WORKSHOP
Will be he Id from 1 to 3 p. m.

In 320 Student Services Bldg.
FACULTY ART EXHIBIT

COUNSELING CENTER
GROWTH ROOM

Will be open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Gallery, Fine Arts Bldg.

Will be open from 1 to 5
p.m. in 320 Student Services
Bldg.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Will initiate new members
at 5 p.m. In the Alumni Room,

a in.-5 p.m.

Don't We ve made II e.iss for you to get men's contraceptives
pnsuteh \\> r .. nonprofit agency and we offer quality condom*— nationals known .HI 1 luxury imports through the privacy
of the malls We h.i\e British Wands which are superior to anything at the corner drvllttora And in keeping with the season,
we've put toeethi-i •■ <■ worlds Ural 0ift s.imnler of man's contracepmes IT contall
each of seven different brandi In a
handsome tasteful package lor only f9 50 Give yourself a little
variety or live a friend something unique' PSI'a exciualva contraceptive sampler

25
2(1
27
2K
29

DELTA PSI KAPPA

Union.
BETA ALPHA PSI
Will hold a wine and cheese
party at 7 p.m. in the Blue
Bird West room at Howard
Johnson's The party Is open to
all accounting majors.
FOLK CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m. in the
Alumni Room, Union.
UNIVERSITY CHORUS
Will present a concert at
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall,
Music Bldg.

WIZARD OF ID

Is conducting its annual
canned goods and clothing
drive for needy families in the
Bowling Green area. Pick-up
stations will be located in the
Women's Bldg. and all
women's dormitories until
Dec. 7.
FINAL PUBLIC
EXAMINATION
For the doctorate degree in
biology will be held at 4 p.m. In
515 Life Science Bldg. David
D. Cherney will discuss "The
Fine Structure of the Rabbit
Synovial Membrane During
an Induced Arthritis."

bjr Brant parker and Johnny hart

CrVr.6B|5*rt=T-le
r?E5TK!as-*t» P

POPll.ATION IMVICtS, INC.
105 N, Columbia It, Dept. 01
. chapel Hill. S. C. 11314
Gentlemen Please send me
—lift samplers In
plain wrapper at 19 50 each (remittance
enclosed i
ompiete Information aboul sour services at no obligation
I understand thai I mav return any PS! products If I am no!
satisfied with their quality for a full refund.

'i-v
Stale
Can we send a gift In your name'

Zip

Accept
no Substitutes.

CLaSSIFIED
INTERESTED

IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

MR. CARL l'KRKINS
will be on the campus

|vVednesday, December :
to discuss qualifications for
advancad study at
THUNDHlltD
tMADUATI SCHOOL
and iob opportuniiias
in the fiald of
NTIKNATIONA1 MANAOIMIN1
Intaiviaws may be schadulad at

The Placement Office
THUNOHMRD
OiADUATI SCHOOl
Of
NTHNATfONAl MANAOIMfNa!
IO»<YV».I, Tha Ameiican mi.i„i,
'o, Set«)an I'ede)

Real golden. Real crisp Real tender. Real salt. Real hot
McDonald s French Fries Yum.
1050 South Main St.. Bowling Green, Ohio

P. O. s.« It!
Mvaanl., Arisana 15001
Affiliated -.*
hSe Aw-wkai* Miiiniminl Auoclatlen

The BG News
IH I alvrrslti 11.11
All , Unlike sats aiaai be
s.bmltled la perm al las- BG
NEWS altln. Proper Mcallflcatlea aaasl alaa at
prescaled.
Hairs: 1.44 per llaeeer day liars mlatmaea, average at 3
wards per Mae.
Peaifflail: t p m two days
before date of paMlratkV
Tar BG News reserves sa*
right la edll or reject aay
classified
adverllsemeal
placed
Printed errors which la the
News' ipsalla deter from the
vasae •« «* aeVcrtsseaacel
•ill be re culled free of charge
U reported la persoa wltalo a
boars of aovbtsrattoa date.

Needed poems, short stories.
record movie, book reviews,
art work. Call 311 — before
Chrutmas Vacation
HOMFWORKERS
BADLY
NEEDED Address envelopes
in spare time MINIMUM of
114 per 1000 Sand stamped
envelope for immediate Free
details to MAILCO, 940 Jones.
Suite 17, S F Calif. 54102

Ride desperately needed lo
Cleveland Airport Thursday
Dec. IS Call Wendy 371-JHI
WUI Pay Costal
LOST * FOUND
IOST University of Montana
class ring, class of 1970 B A.
call Al al 3944674 REWARD!

M roommate wanted Winthrop S 3990131 between 4-7
p.m.

2 bedroom house lor 3 or 4
students Phone J5J-4H2 after
4 pjn.

Teacher needs 1 F. r-mate by
Dec I prefer teacher or grad
3S2-OH? alter 9

Needed One male lo sublease
Apt. HO All utilities paid Call
Bob S52-71M

M Mustang hardtop. » I
barrel. "8" 4 spd . 1 owner. No
accidents a good car Phone
3934170 p.m. hrs.

Female Senior needs apartment for winter and eprtng
quarter Call 394-1711

a VW Radio, snow Urea BOO
354-4»5
Woman's Gray Dress CoatStreet Length. White Foi
Collar a Cuffs sue
9-7
Originally 1175 will take boat
offer 191-7710
Need 3 tern, roomie Wtnthrop
Becky or Beth 3914361
PERFECT APART FOR
ONE GIRL HURRY OR
YOU'LL MISS IT" PHONE
391-7131 or 3S1-73S1
Wanted 1 men to take ovar
rooming contracts 393-17wS

For Rent Apt. for 1 close lo
campus Call 351-1252
M-Roommate Needed-Wlnler
A Sprlng.Varslty Sqaare 393Brand new two bedroom fum
apt available Dae. 19. Call
371-3071 or contact Newlove
Realty
Female to share 1 bedroom 4
girl apl start Jan. 1. ISO per
month call 391-7669
Wanked Hip Couple to share 3
tiedroom house married or
unmarried Call 3934064

HI'.

Local Legion Hall for rent at
Qty Park Call 3944179

Wanted: Roommate Female
winter and spring quarter
University Ccaa-taLow rent

NEW CREATIVE WRITING
NEWSPAPER IN MIDWEST

Needed:
1 girl for roam
Perfect tor Grad Student or
Shsdenl Teacher 373-1SM for

Roommates wanted In Wlnthrop S Call 3SJ4391

BUSINESS
PORTUNIT1ES

One male roommate needed
for winter quarter at
Grccnview Call JS2-OIU

Needed 2 lemales rest of year
Val. Apt> 391-7151

The END
approachelh
Papers due? You write we'll
type Phone 39143S9

RIDES
RIDERS NEEDED:
to
Chicago, Wisconsin or Minnesota Final Week Contact
Wade at 393-7H1 before 10
p.m.

details
2-females needed to sub-let
apartment $60 month, call 3547731 between 10 a.m.-7 p.m

Girl needed to share apartment winter and-or spring
caiarter 352.7716

To Darrow Staff: Congrats on
beating Compton. Get High
tor Basketball Your DAI'
Cheerleaders
Bob and Undo
Congratulations tf|naQy I an
your engagement Is the neat
part going to happen aooaar
Ihan planned, loo' Rack
Big Mai Only 12 days to go
Areycaiready? Lewvowlot
Little Mai (to be)

ATO's a Third Floor Phi In s
Thanks far a Heavy awrtr-ay
Needed: Female roommate Party-Ruth
student-Pref. grad-Vartity St),
winter and Spring. Karen 394- Come Grow wlttl us Ca"».
7SI or »A-LSB
INI Counseling Ceasst OS
Student Servlcaa.
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS Philip Morton Con- Molly-Congrats you f
temporary Jeweler. HI W. big one-340
Woosser
Were lovln' the
In our 507 family'
PERSONALS

AMERICAN
AIRLINES
SERVICE CEIJTER. 1-1447,
6-7 p.m. Sun.-lrari. Flight
Info-Youth Fare
Cards.
Christmas
To my '•special'' big-Happy
lilt. Crabby-From you
special'' little
Miles Poparakl and Dr.
Huffman: Monday Night was
real-Thank you. Frigid and
Proptwlliona. No. IXi.
Coming this week to LaSaDea
CHRISTMAS COLLEGE
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Unites man with 'infinite'

Yoga—body and soul
By Debbie Gross

deep inhaling and exhaling is tices Yoga, it helps him
then incorporated in all of the maintain the young look and
feeling.
exercises.
The inverted exercises
The Hatha Yoga stresses
relaxation, controlling of the breakthe pull of gravity. She
body, and relieving tension. explained that this affects the
One should never become circulation which will then
stiff because the work is done
slowly and methodically.
There is no competition with
others, and no one is hurried
or harrassed.
This Yoga strengthens and
improves circulation to all
organs. It either obtains or
WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.
retains the elasticity in the
ligaments, argeries, muscles, J. W. Fulbright, chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations
organs, and tendons.
The breaking down of the Committee, says William P.
internal make-up is what Rogers and the State
makes a person grow old, said Department he heads are
second to the military in
Yoga instructor Mrs. Lori
K use tier, so when one prac- determining United States
foreign policy.

The word YOGA derived
from the Sanskrit root "yuj,"
which means join or union.
The purpose of all Yogas la to
unite man, the finite, with the
Infinite, with Cosmic Consciousness, Truth, God, Light,
or whatever one chooses to
call the Ultimate Reality.
There are many branches
of Yoga, but Hatha Yoga is the
Yoga taught in a small class at
Bowling Green. Hatha Yoga
la an elaborate system which
gives first attention to the
physical body, which is the
vehicle of the soul's existence
and activity.
Breath is extremely important, so it is the first thing
taught in a Yoga class. The
Nawtphoto by Cordy Coir

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE in the
University's Hatha Yoga classes taught by

Mrs. Lori Kosefler.
relaxation

The course stresses

Enemy hits Cambodian line
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) - Enemy troops leapfrogged
government
strongpoints yesterday to
complete destruction of the
northern front as a coherent
Cambodian defensive network.
Enemy forces were digging
in just outside Phnom Penh's
outer defense perimeter, 20
miles to the north, after a
three-week-old offensive that
has isolated about 30,000
government soldiers as far as
50 miles away from the
capital.
While an enemy force of
unknown size was on the
eastern side of the floodswollen Tonle Sap River, other
units were reported already
across the channel in a

position to strike at government defenders north of
Phnom Penh.
Enemy soldiers also were
putting heavy pressure on
isolated government units,
especially just west of
Kompong Cham on Highway 7
near the district capital of
Prey Totung, 50 miles north of
Phnom Penh.
The Cambodian command
said government troops
pushing out of the surrounded
town were attacked savegely
by a major Communist-led
force. After eight hours of
chaotic fighting, field commanders reported at least 40
of their men wounded, including one officer.
A spokesman said it was
assumed the Cambodians also

lost many dead, but reports
were lagging well behind the
action. Enemy casualties also
were said to be heavy.
The military command
also reported these other
actions: -Near Sambau, 25
miles north of Phnom Penh, a
Cambodian unit was attacked
and first reports said it lost
one killed and five wounded.
-At Tunlop, 70 miles south
of the capital near the South
Vietnamese border, a major
battle was reported still
raging after more than 12
hours. A spokesman said he
had no word on casualties nor
could he say the size of the
units involved.
-The provisional capital of
Kompong Thorn, 80 miles
north of Phnom Penh, was

attacked by mortar fire, but
there were no Immediate
reports of casualties.
-Near Kiri Rom, 59 miles
southwest of the capital,
heavy fighting was continuing
along Highway 4, Phnom
Penh's only link to the
deepwater port of Kompong
Som.
In South Vietnam, there
was an outbreak of fighting in
the
long-quiet
central
highlands north of Saigon,
including one North Vietnamese attack only two miles
from the resort city of Dalat
and two other attacks a few
miles turtheraway. The series
of clashes appeared to be
building up to one of the
periodic "highpoints" of
fighting.

converting into a commune.
Malik, 39, was leader of the
Black Muslims and president
of the Racial Adjustment
Action Society, which is
supported by the Muslims and
by the still more militant
Black Eagle and Black
Panther groups.
He said in a speech at
Oxford University that he had
come to the conclusion that
black people in Britain no
longer needed the sort of
organization typified by the
Black Power movement.
He recalled that during the

past decade he had shifted his
philosophy from "get a gun"
to "get a brick and build."
He added: "I now feel that
my personal usefulness can no
longer be directed within
forms such as black
organizations as we have
known them.
"These people whose in-

terest is the avoidance of the
polarization of races and its
inevitable consequence,
bloodshed, I will continue to
serve."
He said the Black Power
movement in Britain had been
produced by a series of social
factors which dominated the
1960s.

General bearing
on Master Plan
•R Union today
\

■ An open hearing on the
rerrised Master Plan proposed
by the Ohio Board of Regents
will be held here tomorrow.
The hearing, sponsored
jointly by Faculty Senate,
Student Council, Graduate
Student Senate, and the
President, is scheduled to
begin at 3 p.m. in the
Historical Suite of the Union.
According to a faculty
spokesman, the hearing has
been planned to provide an
opportunity for anyone to
comment on the Regents
proposals before general
hearings on the Master Plan
begin December 7.

seen intensified U.S. action.
The Arkansas Democrat
appeared on the CBS
television-radio program
"Face the Nation."
Meanwhile, South Vietnamese Vice President
Nguyen Cao Ky forecast more
raids like that earlier this
month to free American
prisoners of war in North
Vietnam. Ky said these raids
are likely if there is no
progress on the POW issue at
the Paris peace talks.
Ky
voiced his opinions in the NBC
radio-television presentation.
"Meet the Press."

"The military establishment," Fulbright said, "runs
the whole country."
Fulbright challenged a
statement by Rogers that
American actions are not
escalating the war in Vietcriminal
or
antisocial nam. The war. he said, has
behavior. The doctor said
seemingly normal behavior is
Student Charities Board
common to systematized
Student Activities Office 405
paranoics and that possibly
Student Services Bldg.
the announcement of the
Please mark in order of preference (1,2,3...)
Pope's arrival had supplied an
those Charities you feel should be supported
outlet for his views.
by the students of Bowling Green.
The
A newsman asked if the
man said he thought his attack
following were considered last year.
The
on the Pope would bring him
space at the bottom is for you to write in any
fame or power.
The
that have been left out.
psychiatrist said it was his
understanding that Mendoza
—SEF Student Emergency Fund
only wanted to eliminate the
_NMSS National Multiple Sclerosis Soc.
head of the Church, then "go
_MDA Muscular Dystrophy Assoc.
back to being a simple
painter."
|
ALSAC St. Jude Children's Research Hospt
The man indicated to Dr.
-AKF American Korean Foundation
1 jiserna that he acted on his
-WUS World University Service
own. Police said they have
—ACS American Cancer Society
investigated the possibility of
—C for M Crusade for Mercy
links to other persons but have
—Turtoring at Perrysburg Heights
found no evidence that anyone
else was involved.
—Findlay Project
Mendoza is being held on a
charge of attempted murder
but would not be tried if a
court decided he was not
responsible for his actions.

afflicts Pope's attacker
MANILA (AP) - The
Bolivian painter who tried to
stab Pope Paul is suffering
from systematized paranoia,
a rare form of insanity that
subjects him to delusions but
in which behavior Is
frequently normal, a government psychiatrist said
yesterday.
Dr. Rodolfo O. Laserna,
chief psychiatrist of the
National Bureau of Investigation, told newsmen 35year-old Benjamin Mendoza y
Amer should be isolated in the
National Mental Hospital.
Mendoza's illness puts him in
a private world with his own
ideas of right and wrong, the
doctor said.
Mendoza does not believe
in God, Laserna said, and he
thought by killing the head of
the Roman Catholic Church he
would save the world from a
superstition and doctrine that
had caused wars and poverty.
Government officials said
the man has no record of

LET'S GET
ACQUAINTED
NAME YOUR OWN PRICE
Bid On Any Jewelry & Leather Good;

Panel member suggests
new Kent investigation
NORTHBORO. Mass. (AP)
- Joseph Rhodes Jr., a
member of the President's
'. Commission on Campus
) Unrest, says a federal grand
. Jury should investigate the
'.shooting deaths of four Kent
State University students in a
campus confrontation with
, Ohio National Guardsmen last
spring.
But Rhodes, a 22-year-old
junior fellow at Harvard
University told some 50
parishioners at the First
Congregational Unitarian

Fulbright says Pentagon
governs foreign policy

Rare form of insanity

Black leader quits movement
OXFORD, England (AP) Britain's most prominent
Black Power leader yesterday
quit the movement and said
his new aim is friendship
between black and white.
Michael Abdul Malik,
other-wise known as Michael
X, said he is resigning all his
posts and handing" over to
their occupants all buildings
and enterprises owned in his
name.
These are reported to include Black House, a building
which members of his Black
Muslim movement have been

revitalize all parts of the body
from the hair down to the toes.
Blood circulation in the
brain is improved through the
physical process, thus making
one more mentally alert, Mrs.
Kosetler said.

All Offers Within Reason Accepted

Church Sunday he had no
confidence such an inquiry
would be undertaken.
Rhodes asserted "There
were a few guardsmen who
committed second degree
murder. They wenitherewith
premeditation meaning intending to kill students."
Reached at his Cambridge
home later, he said he
recommended the federal
grand jury inquiry to clear up
discrepancies between the
findings of the FBI and the
commission, and those of the
portage County grand jury
which indicted teachers and
students but no guardsmen.
In an interview before the
church service, he said there
were "major discrepancies
between the physical evidence
found by our investigators and
the FBI, and what the
National Guard reported."
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Cagers entertain Colonels
in season opener tonight
By Denny White
Sports Editor

N«w •photo by Clmn Epploiron

A SUBSTITUTE FORWARD for the past two
years, senior Bob Hill will start at a guard
spot when the Falcons host Chicago State
College tonight at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

Applications Available
Student Body
Public Relations Director
Applications Due
Wednesday January 6 5:00

The Fraters of
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Wish To
Congratulate
Their New Officers
"rytonis
Epiprytonis
Grommateus
Crysophylos
Hislor
Hypophetes
"ylorres
Hegemon

Lorry Lory
Dick Florion
John Kinti
Jack Fotico
C'el Smith
Jim McPike
Art Kuss
Rick Uti

based on his

Chicago State College,
hmmmm, what kind of a
rinky-dink team is that for the
season opener? The Falcon
basketball team and coach
Bob Conibear are as mystified
•bout their 8 p.m. "blind
date" in Anderson Arena
tonight, as their fans.
If Conibear had his way,
the University of Iowa would
have been the "visitors"
tonight, but the Big Ten
champions goofed in their
scheduling.
When the
problem was resolved, the
Colonels from the "windy
city" had a contract with
Bowling Green instead of Iowa
for today and the Hawkeyes
were shuffled back to a Dec. 14
engagement here.
Though not expected to be
Big Ten caliber, Chicago State
is not being regarded as
"rinky-dink" either, by the
Falcons, and Conibear warns,
"We may be in for a rude
awakening."
Curiosity not only clouds
the
small-college
"unknowns," but also the
home club in their first
"open" exhibition.
Cocaptains Bob Quayle and Rich
Walker and center Jim
Connally will start as they did
last season, but senior guard
Bob Hill and strong forward
l<eWayne Henson will make
their first varsity starts.
Walker, a bouncy 6'3"
senior, has been switched to
forward, and may be the
Falcons' top scoring threat,

AP college
football poll
The Top Fifteen teams,
with first-place votes in
parentheses and total poin Is.
Points tabulated on the b: sis
of 20-18 -16-14-12-10-9 etc:
1. Texas
! 23'.
2. Ohio Stale «121
3. Nebraska (5)
4. Arkansas
S. Tennessee
6. Notre Dame
7. Michigan
8. Louisiana State
9. Arizona State . 2 i
10. Aubrun
11. Air Force
12. Stanford
13. Georgia Tech
14. Toledo
15. Dartmouth

788
752
702
.95

IM
41.<

37/
iji

287
237
155
ift

95
67
62

16.5

scoring

average last season. Flanking
Connally on the other side is
Henson, 6'5" sharpshooter,
eager to resume "popping and
crashing" after sitting out a
year of academic ineligibility.
Connally, a double figures
scorer and rebounder for the
last two seasons, completes a
trio Conibear thinks can shoot
and rebound with the best of
them.
Hill has earned a starting
shot because Conibear feels
the 6-4 veteran "does alot of
things well," including
shooting, handling the ball and
playing defense. The slugging
first baseman has had a

couple shaky seasons, but is
hoping to settle down to the
form he showed as a freshman, leading the team in
scoring.
Quayle will not be the
quickest Falcon on the floor
tonight, but he might be the
fiercest competitor and the
most troublesome player to
the Colonels if he gets a hot
hand.
That leaves a bunch of
sophomores on the bench, plus
senior pivot man Eric Hymes,
but Conibear is extremely
pleased with his reserve
strength, especially guard Al
Kuss and forward Dalynn
Badenhop.

Petrasko earns All-Ohio honors
Wolfgang Petrasko,
During the 1970 season, the
Bowling Green's center Falcon tri-captain was one of
halfback, has been named to the defensive leaders for
the first team of the 1970 All- Coach Mickey Cochrane'i
Ohio Soccer Sound selected by booters which limited 10 opthe
coaches
of
the
ponents to only 146 shots on
Collegia teSoccer Association. goal while posting a 4-5-1
record.
The selection of the
Trenton, N.J., senior marks
Also on the All-Ohio squad
the first time since 1966 that a was Mike Kamienski, a
Bowling Green booter has Webster, N.Y., senior who
been honored with a berth on received an
honorable
the All-Ohio first team.
mention citation as a back.

N.-ipholo by L.D. Fullarton

PART OF THE SOPHOMORE reserve corps is forward Tom Scott
who along with sophomores Al Russ, Jeff Booms, Tom Babik,
Dalynn Badenhop, Jeff Lessig and Tim Perrine will provide coach
Bob Conibear with a strong bench.

leers lose three in tourney
By Fred R. Ortllp
Sports Writer
Anytime your team loses
three straight games it's
usually hard to be very happy,
but in talking to Bowling
Green hockey coach Jack
Vivian, one gets the feeling the
head man was very pleased
with the play of his leers over
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Bowling Green, who now
suddenly owns a 3-4 record,
dropped a 6-5 game to St.
Lnmaca Thursday, a 5-2
encounter against Clarkson
Friday and a 6-4 match
against New Hampshire
Saturday. Those three clubs
. <-f three of the top five in the
t-.i.sL according to Vivian.
In spite of the setbacks,
thcit' were several bright
spots. Gordie McCosh, the
high-flying winger, kept his
hot scoring hand by netting
three goals and six total points
in the three game set. In the
process he eclipsed the
Bowling Green record for
consecutive games scoring a
goal which was held by Owen
Freeman last year
McCosh broke the old
record of five Friday night
then scored again Saturday to
break his own record of six.
He's tallied in all seven game*
this year and is still going
strong with eight goals and 11
assists.
Another high point of the
eastern trip was the
goaltending.
Rich Badone
repelled 50 St. Lawrence
blasts and 37 against New
Hampshire while Paul

Galaski kicked out 45 Clarkson
shots.
"Our noal tending was just
great," said Vivian. "I was
really proud of the job they did
all three nights."
Against St. Lawrence, the
Falcons blew the 4-1 bulge
they held in the second period
to lose a heartbreaker, 6-5.
Terry Moran rebounded in his
own shot with only four

seconds remaining in the
game. When the Falcons had
a man serving time in the
penalty box.
"The officiating was really
something," said Vivian.
"They call them a lot closer
out east than they do here and
our boys just weren't used to
it. What we would call good
hockey, they would call a
penalty and it really hurt ua."

N.wWho.0 by Hall OI»n

READYING FOR THE FACEOFF are
Bowling Green icers Bill Koniewich (3), Ron
Wise (8) and Bob Schmidt (12).

THE THIRD ANNUAL

l^adrigal
ristmas
inner
Grand Ballroom, University Union
December 8,9,10 6:00 PM
Tickets Available At The Union Ticket Office

The Falcons were whistled the opening game and didn't
for seven infractions against see action the rest of the weekHe's a questionable
St. Lawrence to only three for end.
the home team.
Against starter this coining weedend
CoClarkson BG was called for an against Ohio State.
outlandish 11 penalties for 32 captain Glen Shirton got a bad
minutes, including five in the bruise Thursday that reduced
second period, that put a his effectiveness to less than
damper on most of the offense. 50 per per cent.
Of course, the unusually
The Falcons rallied late in
the first period against high number of penalties
Clarkson to tie the score at 2-2, hampered the Falcons as
but eventually succumbed, 5- much as anything and when
2, to what could be the number you get right down to it, you
one team in the nation. The have to wonder how BG did as
Falcons will get a chance for well as they did.
"The boys got a great deal
revenge whenClarksoninvades
of experience playing these
for two games Jan. 8-9.
On Saturday night New teams," remarked Vivian.
Hampshire broke away from a "We've matured a great deal
3-3 tie in the second frame to in three games and I just hope
win 6-4 in the final game of tht we can maintain the tempo we
eastern swing.
set last weekend.
"We're not out of the woods
"Our boys showed fantastic hustle all through the yet," he mentioned in looking
at the upcoming schedule.
weekend," he beamed.
'These guys sold their souls "We still have Lake Superior
for Bowling Green every night State (who beat Clarkson),
and they have nothing to be Michigan State and Clarkson
ashamed of. We lost to three again to play which should be
of the best."
plenty tough."
The
Falcons
were
If the Falcons can make it
operating at a marked through the gauntlet without
disadvantage throughout the getting knocked apart, they
series. First of all, the 13-hour should be okay for the rest of
bus ride had some effect and the season, according to
not having a regular Vivian.
lockerroom to dress in didn't
Right now, though, BG is
help at all, but the fact that BG concentrating on Ohio State
was short personnel-wise hurt who will invade the Arena
the most.
Friday.
Wingers Bob Watson and
"If we can play the same
Brian Williams were unable to caliber of hockey that we
make the trip, then Mike Root played out east then we should)
suffered a mild shoulder have no problem with Ohio,"
separation just minutes into he concluded.
I
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CHRISTMAS
TREES
»E SPECIALIZE IN LARGE TREES
ROPING, GREENS, CUT FLOWERS,
POINSETTIAS AND CENTERPIECES.

Koltz Flower Farm
Phone 353-3911
We Deliver

